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Be personable

C

As important as a resume is, your personal presentation may have even more to do with
whether or not the employer decides to call you for an interview. You’ll want to come across as
friendly, professional and well-organized.
Susan Goshen, a corporate recruiter for Ameriquest Mortgage Co., said
that she is most impressed with candidates who have a list of questions for
prospective employers. This demonstrates that candidates are selective
about the companies they go after and are not merely willing to grab whatever comes along.
Candidates must also be ready to talk about themselves.
“You want to show the employer that
you can add a lot of value to their company.
Show how past actions have added value to
previous companies you’ve worked for,”
Goshen said. “The belief is that what you’ve
done in the past is an indicator of what you will be able to do in the
future.”
At the same time, avoid giving employers a memorized script.
Remember that each employer has unique needs, and address
those needs in your conversations with them.

Job
seekers

areer fairs are like an expressway on a
job hunt that takes place mostly on
crowded city streets with stop-and-go traffic.
A career fair gives you an opportunity to cover a lot
of ground in a relatively short time.
You’ll meet with an employer, talk for a few minutes
and find out if there is potential for a working relationship.
If so, you’ll give them your resumé and business
card, hopefully get a business card from
them, and move on to the next exhibitor.
In most cases, it will be that simple.
Occasionally, you might find an employer
who is really impressed with your qualifications and
has time to do an on-the-spot interview, but most
encounters will be brief.
The best part of attending a job fair is that
you will go in knowing that each employer is hiring
– no time will be wasted on employers who
simply have no openings. These employers have paid to participate and have
set aside a day to devote to the event,
clearly demonstrating an interest in finding quality candidates.
There is a catch, however. The employers are also on the
“express lane,” covering numerous potential candidates in one day.
Each candidate must effectively make two first impressions at the
same time – one in person and the other on paper, via the resume.
Therefore, when you go to the job fair, you should be on top of
your game. Winning over prospective employers will require
advance preparation.

can cover ground
quickly at

career fair

Clothes encounters
Decide what you are going to wear to the job fair in advance.
Make sure your clothes are clean, are still in good condition and still
fit. If you wait until the last minute to check, you may be in for an
ugly surprise the day of the event.
You should dress as you would for an interview, making sure
that whatever you wear is comfortable enough to walk around in
for several hours.

Ready with resume
Have numerous copies of your resume available to give to
employers. If you want to save your printer cartridge, just print one
copy on plain white paper and take it to a copying-service store.
Have it copied to resume-quality paper and keep it protected in a
folder.
Business cards are also helpful. If your business cards from your
current employer do not have your direct line on them, be careful
about giving them out. You don’t want to cause trouble with your
current employer by having prospective employers calling and asking
to speak with you.
You should also bring a notepad and a couple of pens, in case
one fails. As you meet with employers, take notes.
Finally, have something – a briefcase or the same folder in which
you are keeping your resumes – in which to put brochures and
other materials you collect from employers.

Connect with Local Employers
1. Abbott Resource Group, Inc.
2. Advanced Advertising Concepts. Inc.
3. American Express Financial Advisors
4. Ameriquest Mortgage Company
5. Aramark
6. Arnel Residential Management
7. Big 5 Sporting Goods
8. California National Bank
9. Capital Group
10. CEI College
11. Cingular Wireless
12. Corona Regional Medical Center
13. Finance America
14. GE Financial Advisors
15. Household Finance
16. Lloyd's Pest Control
17. Loan Now Financial
18. Mercury Insurance Group
19. NACC
20. Option 1 Mortgage
21. Panda Express
22. PC Mall
23. Progressive Insurance
24. Remedy
25. St. Joseph Health System
26. Target
27. The Orange County Register
28. Trilogy Financial Services
29. UC Irvine Extension
30. Venturi Staffing Partners
31. Western Financial Planning

Common mistakes

“One of the biggest turnoffs is arrogance,” Goshen said.
This is an easy mistake to make, given
that the job hunter is constantly expected to
demonstrate the qualities that make him or
her the best candidate for the job at hand.
The appearance of arrogance often comes from talking solely
about oneself. You can help avoid this by giving specific examples of
accomplishments and explaining how those accomplishments benefited past employers, instead of using general statements such as,
“I’m a great writer.”
As you get to know the needs of a prospective employer, talk
about how your skills could help fulfill those needs. This kind of
approach puts the focus on others besides yourself.
Goshen said that it also makes a negative impression when candidates “answer questions too quickly, without a lot of details.”
Goshen recommends that candidates be prepared to talk in detail
about their past experiences. For example, if you are a programmer
and are asked if you are familiar with C++, don’t simply answer,
“Yes.” Explain when you’ve used the language before and what
kinds of programs you’ve written in it.
Poor communications skills are another big turnoff. While not all
workers interface with customers to the same extent, Goshen
believes that good written and spoken communication skills are
important to every occupation.
“Today, we want a professional for all seasons who can wear
many hats,” Goshen said. Whether an employee will be primarily
working with customers, with other employees or alone, the employee will need to interface with other departments at some point.”

Do your homework
You will be able to learn a little bit about participating employers
while at the job fair, but you will make a stronger impression if you
already have a general idea of what a company is about before the
event.
“If you can, check the list of companies prior to coming and do
some research,” Goshen said. She recommended putting together a
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